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Abstract

Context The nature of urban ecology theory is

controversial. Issues include whether urban theory is

distinct, whether it has principles, and whether those

principles differ from those for non-urban systems.

Recently, Richard Forman enumerated urban ecology

principles, while we have previously articulated

different urban ecology principles. This raises the

question of whether there are legitimately different

sets of principles.

Objectives Recognizing the legitimacy of Forman’s

principles, we wish to determine whether different

methodological assumptions can lead to different sets

of urban ecology principles.

Methods We contrast Forman’s 90 urban ecology

principles with our much smaller set to determine why

they differ in detail, empirical motivation, and gener-

ality. We identify the approaches that generate each

set of principles, and seek an inclusive framework to

integrate them.

Results The alternative sets represent contrasting

approaches to identifying principles: Forman’s

approach is more inductive, generating principles

from a body of empirical cases, while our concise

roster is more deductive, focusing on general ideas

from which the details of specific cases can be derived.

Both are legitimate.

Conclusions Principles of urban ecology can arise

from inductive empirical generalization within spec-

ified ecological, cultural, and historical contexts, as

shown by Forman. However, urban ecology principles

can also emerge from a more general, synthetic

impulse as we have shown. Neither approach is

necessarily better. Both can contribute to a compre-

hensive theoretical hierarchy that can advance urban

ecology.

Keywords Deductive � Generalization � Inductive �
Synthesis � Theory � Urban ecology

Introduction

Forman (2016) has published in this journal an

extensive and well-justified roster of principles for

the science of urban ecology. This compilation owes

much to his own international experience in urban

ecology, design, and regional planning (Forman

2008), and to his comprehensive textbook on the

discipline (Forman 2014). While we were impressed

with his compilation, and find it useful, we were

intrigued by the fact that it differed from our own

earlier attempts to articulate and organize principles
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for urban ecology (e.g. Cadenasso and Pickett 2008).

This essay explores why there might be different sets

of principles of urban ecology. We seek to determine

whether the alternative enumeration of principles

might expose different assumptions about the science

and its theory. We are also interested to determine

whether the sets are complementary in some way. We

hope this exploration helps move this still young

discipline toward the theory that is often called for

(Alberti 2008; Niemelä et al. 2009; McPhearson et al.

2016).

Our exploration of urban ecology principles began

in 2007, when we participated in a conference on

‘‘Ecological Landscaping: From Scientific Principles

to Public Practices and Policy.’’ The meeting was

aimed at landscape architects and landscaping practi-

tioners. Consequently, we wanted to distill key

insights of urban ecological science in a digestible

form that could be linked to landscape design and

management. We later published our contribution as a

short paper on the principles of urban ecology

(Cadenasso and Pickett 2008).

We generated five general principles to satisfy the

intellectual and practical requirements of the confer-

ence: (1) cities are ecosystems; (2) cities are spatially

heterogeneous; (3) cities are dynamic; (4) cities link

human and natural processes; and (5) ecological

processes continue to operate in cities (Cadenasso

and Pickett 2008). We discussed some of the design,

planning, and management implications for each of

these principles, to make them useful for the audience.

Our continued work with principles has also been

shaped by our interactions with urban designers and

landscape architects (Spirn 1984; Nassauer 1995;

McGrath et al. 2007; Musacchio 2009, 2013; Felson

et al. 2013; McGrath 2013). We believe that such

abstractions of the essence of urban ecology have

value to researchers and students within these evolv-

ing disciplines as well.

What is a principle?

The term principle is actually rather vague. According

to our review of philosophical literature (Pickett et al.

2007), a principle can refer to any of the conceptually

oriented components of theory. For example, a

principle can be a concept, a definition used to

translate concepts to specific cases, a definition of a

quantitative convention within a model, a confirmed

empirical generalization, or a law. Although principles

interact with facts and observations, they are not the

same as individual facts or even collections of facts.

Principles can be derived inductively by aggregating

individual observations or facts; however, construc-

tion of principles from facts involves some degree of

abstraction, idealization, summarization, and the

identification of relationships among observations or

other parts of theory.

To be fair, we did not specify exactly what kind of

conceptual ‘‘thing’’ our five principles were in 2008. In

part, this was because there was no mature, complete

theory with a clear framework that could be used to

identify what specific role each principle played in a

larger conception of urban ecology. We believe that is

still the case today.

Later, we expanded the roster of principles by

digging deeper into mechanisms, the cross-disci-

plinary nature of urban ecology, and some widespread

concerns that would support the linkage of the science

to practices well beyond landscaping. That analysis

appeared in a massive encyclopedia (Pickett and

Cadenasso 2012) but is being refined as part of

ongoing efforts in the Baltimore Ecosystem Study

(beslter.org). In that expanded version, we enumerated

13 principles, providing more detail in several of the

statements (Table 1).

What do principles do?

These 13 more detailed principles (Table 1) explain or

nest within the five general principles laid out in 2008

(Fig. 1; Cadenasso and Pickett 2008). This suggests

that there can be levels of generality of principles, with

some being very ‘‘high level’’ or general, whereas

others are more focused and related to specific models.

In fact, the short list of principles, because of their

higher degree of abstraction and consequently broader

scope, can be identified as ‘‘metaprinciples.’’ The

prefix meta in this case is used in the sense of

‘‘beyond’’ the individual, more detailed principles

(Table 1). The difference between the highest level

metaprinciples, the thirteen nested general principles,

and then the principles that operate through specific

models suggests that the emerging theory of urban

ecology has—like so many theories in science—a

nested hierarchical structure (Fig. 1). Examples of
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Table 1 A more complete and detailed enumeration of urban ecology principles

1. Cities and urban areas are human ecosystems in which social-economic and ecological processes feed back to one another

2. Urban areas contain remnant or newly emerging vegetated and stream patches that exhibit ecological functions

3. Urban flora and fauna are diverse, and this diversity has multiple dimensions (e.g. taxonomy, phylogenetics, function,

geographic origin)

4. Human values and perceptions are a key link mediating the feedbacks between social and ecological components of human

ecosystems

5. Ecological processes are differentially distributed across the metropolis and the limitation of services and excess of hazards is

often associated with the location of human communities that are poor, discriminated against, or otherwise disempowered

6. Urban form is heterogeneous on many scales, and fine-scale heterogeneity is especially notable in cities and older suburbs

7. Urban form reflects planning, incidental, and indirect effects of social and environmental decisions

8. Urban form is a dynamic phenomenon and exhibits contrasts through time and across regions that express different cultural and

economic contexts of urbanization

9. Urban designs and development projects at various scales can be treated as experiments, and used to expose the ecological

effects of different design and management strategies

10. Definition of the boundaries and content of an urban system model is set by the researchers based on their research questions

or the spatial scope of its intended application

11. Urban comparisons can be framed as linear transects or as abstract gradients, and the abstract comparisons acknowledge the

spatial complexity of urban heterogeneity

12. Urban land covers and land uses extend into and interdigitate with rural or wild land covers and uses

13. The flux of water, including both clean water supply, waste, and stormwater management, is of concern to urban and

urbanizing areas worldwide, and connects them explicitly to larger regions

Modified from Pickett and Cadenasso (2012)

Fig. 1 The thirteen principles of urban ecology (Table 1)

nested within the topics of five metaprinciples (Cadenasso and

Pickett 2008). The principles appear as distal branches, while

the metaprinciples appear as the main branches with labels in the

shaded rectangles. This nesting illustrates the hierarchical

nature of urban ecological theory. Each of the principles in the

outer, distal branches of the diagram would itself comprise more

specific principles, models, and sets of observations. Such finer

‘‘twigs’’ are not shown here. Note that a single principle may

serve to translate or explain more than one metaprinciple. The

labels for the metaprinciples have been simplified to fit in the

figure
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hierarchical theory structures relevant to ecology

include that of succession or vegetation dynamics

(Meiners et al. 2015), and of evolution (Pickett et al.

2007).

Indeed, the theory of ecology in general has been

presented as a hierarchy of eight very general princi-

ples, with nested constituent theories that address

more specific ecological topics and processes

(Table 2; Scheiner and Willig 2011). Within each of

these constituent theories there are one or more models

that spell out detailed mechanisms, temporal and

spatial contingencies, rules, and exceptions to the

rules. Some of these model components may legiti-

mately be referred to as principles, though the

difference between those and the most general prin-

ciples of an area may not always be evident in the use

of the term.

From the discussion above, we can see that

principles can perform several important functions

for urban ecology and other fields. Principles can:

1. Identify the main concerns of a theory.

2. Serve to link general and specific components of

theory.

3. Lay out expectations of mechanism or interaction.

4. Summarize patterns of interest to the theory.

These tasks for principles, and the several hierarchical

levels on which principles can exist, suggest that there

may be many paths toward principles. Employing

principles in each of these ways and hierarchical levels

can suggest research needs.

How are principles derived?

Our approach to principles has been from the top down

(e.g. Cadenasso and Pickett 2008). That is, we have

been motivated by identifying the most general

principles of urban theory, and then sorting out how

the details of mechanism or pattern fit within those

principles. This approach is a form of deduction from

abstract generality.

A bottom-up approach is also possible in which

principles are generated inductively by aggregating

specific cases. Forman (2016) identifies his list of

urban principles using a primarily bottom-up

approach. We interpret Forman’s strategy as bottom-

up because his list of the descriptors of science appears

in this order: concepts, principles, laws, models,

hypotheses, and theories. Forman’s order is essentially

the familiar inductive series building up increasingly

firm or inclusive statements from individual facts or

observations (cf. Pickett et al. 2007). In addition, his

list of principles that have developed in urban ecology

since its 1970s origin amounts to 90 entries.

The inductive nature of this list is also strongly

suggested by Forman’s demonstration that the princi-

ples reflect the nature of cities in which the research

supporting them was conducted. Forman lists 16

details of late nineteenth century cities, and 15 for late

twentieth century/early twenty-first century cities, to

illustrate the contexts from which the 90 urban

principles emerged. It is important that under this

approach, the number of principles would be expected

to grow as more is learned in different places and times.

One of Forman’s main points is that urban ecology,

as a collection of empirical generalizations embodied

in his 90 principles, is different from the principles that

have emerged from the study of natural areas. Thus,

urban ecology as a body of knowledge summarized in

inductive or data-summarizing principles is (neces-

sarily) different from other kinds of ecology as bodies

of knowledge served by their own inductive princi-

ples. Forman’s search for urban ecology principles

appears to be an inductive, place-based pursuit. There

is nothing wrong with this approach, but the

Table 2 The eight most

general principles of the

science of ecology

Modified from Scheiner and

Willig (2011, p. 12)

1. Organisms are distributed heterogeneously in space and time

2. Organisms interact with abiotic and biotic environments

3. Variation in the characteristics of organisms results in ecological heterogeneity

4. The distribution of organisms and their interactions are temporally contingent

5. Organisms perceive environmental conditions as heterogeneous in space and time

6. Resources are perceived by organisms as finite and heterogeneous

7. Birth and death rates result from interactions with the abiotic and biotic environment

8. The ecological properties of species are the result of evolution
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differences in approach need to be acknowledged. The

inductive approach justifies Niemalä’s (1999) view

that theory in urban ecology is different from theory in

the ecology of wild places. Similarly, Rebele (1994)

noted features of urban systems that required different

theory from ecology of non-urban systems.

The place-based nature of Forman’s principles

points to an important opportunity for urban ecology

as a global science (McHale et al. 2015). A key point

about Forman’s inductive approach is that it appears to

be biased toward cities of the Global North. Thus, the

trajectories of the industrial revolution, the subsequent

development of the sanitary city (Melosi 2000), and

the nodal role of metropolises in colonial and corpo-

rate globalization (Seto et al. 2012) are the boundary

conditions for his principles. The rapidly emerging

urban realm of the Global South has a different

mixture of contexts (McHale et al. 2015). The areas

undergoing the most rapid urban conversion today

may generate some of the same conditions as have

emerged in the cradle of urban ecological science.

However, it is very likely that today’s urbanization in

Asia and Africa will establish some boundary condi-

tions that are quite different (Wu et al. 2014). An

important task will be to identify these differences,

and to articulate from the top down, or to discover

from the bottom up, the empirical generalizations that

fit these new situations.

Ecology/ecologies: one science, many models

The idea of principle is an intentionally flexible one,

embodying much power in structuring a science,

summarizing its insights, and motivating application.

However, the fact that principles point to a hierarchy

of generality suggests something about what it means

for a subdiscipline or a kind of system to have a

‘‘different ecology.’’

From the perspective of the definition of ecology as

a scientific pursuit or process, there is only one

ecology: ‘‘The scientific study of the processes influ-

encing the distribution and abundance of organisms,

the interactions among organisms, and the interactions

between organisms and the transformation and flux of

energy and matter’’ (e.g. Likens 1992, p. 8). Urban

ecology merely adds an emphasis on human ecosys-

tems in general, which include organisms, the physical

environment and conditions, the human population and

its social structures and processes, and the built and

technological components (Cadenasso et al. 2006;

Pickett and Grove 2009). So there is only one

ecology—as a way to pursue science—although there

are many kinds of system to which it can apply.

From the perspective of science as a body of

knowledge, however, there can be several kinds of

ecology. These ecologies comprise different specific

models or families of model, or sets of generalizations

about kinds of systems or historical periods. This is the

analytic home for Forman’s (2016) conclusion that

urban ecology is different from the ecology of wild

places. What this means is that the bodies of facts and

empirical generalizations—or principles in his par-

lance—are different when they emerge from urban

systems than when they emerge from wild systems.

Forman’s conclusion parallels analyses of Rebele

(1994) and Niemalä (1999) that urban ecology requires

different generalizations or boundary conditions.

We hope that this discussion clarifies two things.

Urban ecology, which focuses on inhabited and

densely built systems, and other kinds of ecology,

which focus on uninhabited but in some cases

managed or otherwise anthropogenically impacted

systems, are the same as a scientific process, and from

the perspective of generalizable drivers (e.g. Scheiner

and Willig 2011). They are different in terms of the

facts and generalizations that apply within their

domains. For example, the river continuum model

for wild watersheds (Vannote et al. 1980) must be

modified by urban facts reflecting engineered infras-

tructure, altered amounts and locations of organic

matter inputs, and stream disconnection from flood-

plains (Kaushal and Belt 2012). Similarly, the well

known urban heat island effect expresses the gener-

alized heat budget within the constraints of altered

evapotranspiration and thermal storage capacities of

urban environments (e.g. Huang et al. 2011; Lee et al.

2014). Knowing how to array research and conclu-

sions across conceptual gradients connecting built and

uninhabited landscapes, is, as Forman (2016) suggests,

a crucial frontier for ecological science in a changing,

connected world.

And the envelope, please!

To answer the question posed in our title, there are

roughly a half dozen principles of urban ecology when
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one takes a combined top-down and empirical

approach, but so far there are on the order of 100

when one takes a bottom-up approach to empirical

summarization. These approaches have complemen-

tary roles to play in advancing urban ecology, and

reconciling them points to a nested hierarchy as a way

to promote integrated urban ecological theory. The

framework presented in Fig. 1 suggests one shape of

this emerging theory.
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